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Across
8 Enormous city manufactured a soap under
licence only initially (3,5)
9 SW Victorian town's amateur artist swamped
by paintings (6)

Down
1 A film festival screened Isle of Dogs (6)
2 Identify run out in cricket, for one (4)
3 Long-playing record I put outside the speakerbox? (6)

10 Outer garment not initially in the equipment
supplied (4)

4 Incite a dog in a bad way (4)

11 Bulky person has dessert, goes without
seconds (5)

5 Newly made parts, yet a model of complexity
(8)

12 Every second author unwilling to start a book
(4)

6 Semi-precious stone needed a jewel setting
lifted (4)

13 Lousy embryologist has blog deleted in equal
measures (8)

7 Tip of heated debate about an address
delivered angrily (8)

16 Narrow depression difficult to cross over finally
(6)

14 Really expensive coat worn by soprano in
European capital (5)

18 International swindle that represents someone
sacred (4)

15 Recounts desires lacking energy (5)

20 Newly ordered fryer found in regular service (5)
21 Tory PM governed England a little bit each-way
(4)

17 In public transport, movie star aims to escape
(5)
19 Pictures reframed make a grating sound (8)

22 Measure the Queen's courage (6)

20 Israel upset amid extents of France's disposal
of cheap goods (4,4)

23 Oriental mushroom - it is ordered with hake
(8)

24 Advance in construction of ordinary railway is
ignored (6)

26 Society of doctors retired from incredible
vitality (4)

25 Fine white clay a kiln transformed without
oxygen (6)

28 Depositor has a verified stash (5)

27 Nothing as handy as a container for slice (4)

30 Niche market finally discovered after European
capital's leader is removed (4)

29 Evil sounding place to store a sample (4)

31 We hear of strength that is found in a shell (6)
32 What gear is halved before a number of
cricketers start to achieve peace of mind? (8)

30 Writes terrible things about a photo (4)

